Self-Sufficiency in Blood Products in England and Wales: A Chronology from 1973 to 1991

Annex A: Chronology of events
Date

Event

Early 1970s

Use of factor concentrates becomes more widespread.

November 1971

Screening for hepatitis B becomes available.

Early 1973

It becomes apparent that the production of factor VIII in the UK is
insufficient to meet the stated needs of clinicians.

March 1973

DHSS Expert Group on the Treatment of Haemophilia recommends
that the NHS should be self-sufficient in blood products as soon as
possible.

03 August 1974

NANBH strain of hepatitis first predicted by Prince cc al.

December 1974

The Minister of State earmarks central funds of £0.5m (half of which
was to be recurring). This was to be used to increase the output of
plasma from RTCs to 275,000 blood donations annually for die
preparation of factor VIII and 100,00 donations for cryoprecipitate.

Beginning 1975

Expert Group on the Treatment of Haemophilia estimated that
275,000 donations of blood would be required to achieve self
sufficiency in factor VIII.

March 1975
*

Department gave Regions provisional targets of increased production
of plasma and invited estimates of the additional expenditure that
would be incurred.

May 1975

WHO resolution states that each country should be able to supply
sufficient quantities of its own blood and blood products to meet
clinical needs.

p
August 1975

Mannucci et al. report 45% of patients with NANBH had raised ALT
levels; Craske et al. links an outbreak of hepatitis (some NANBH)
after intravenous injections of commercial factor VIII concentrate.
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April 1976

Department issues a press release re-affirming the aim of the UK to
become self-sufficient in the supply of blood products by mid-1977.

June 1977

Factor VIII production target sec in beginning of 1975 attained;
however demand had increased.
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Date

Event

December 1977

Working Group on trends in the demand for blood products confirms
estimate of 1000 iu per 1000 population pa and recommends
complete transfer from the use of cryopredpitate to fractionated freeze
dried concentrate.

July 1979

Medicines Inspectorate inspection report published on plasma
fractionation facilities at BPL recommending a set of actions that
should take place immediately, and others that should be implemented
in the long term. '

Early 1980

Blood products begin to be heat-tneated; however, yield is very low and
not shown subsequently to inactivate NANBH.

August 1980

Short-term upgrading of facilities at BPL agreed at cost of £L.3m.
Expected to double production capacity from 15m in pa to 30m iu pa.

October 1980

Craske claims that NANBH is mild and often asymptomatic, but
might cause chronic liver disease not associated with overt disease.

November 1980

£21m allocated to the building of a new fractionation &cility on
existing site at Elstree.

1 April 1981

Regions started to received BPL products relative to amount of plasma
supplied ie. pro rata distribution.

Mid 1981

Advisory committee to NBTS estimated that demand for factor VIII
would increase to 100m in pa by mid-1980s; regional targets for
plasma set.

198211983

Studies published that indicate that NANBH is more serious than
previously thought.

1983

Studies, such as that by Fletcher er al. confirm that commercial and
BPL concentrates contain equal risk of transmitting hepatitis.

1983

Rizza and Spooner paper showing cerebral haemorrhage most common
cause of death for patients with haemophilia; only 2% of patients die
as a result of chronic hepatitis infection.

1983

US patients with hatmophilia contracted AIDS strengthening
concerns over the safety of imported commercial blood products.

March 1983

FDA introduces new regulations for the collection of plasma excluding
donors from high-risk groups. The use of pre-March stocks was not
banned owing to concerns that this would lead to a crisis in supply.

May 1983

Construction started at BPL.
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Date

Event

18 May 1983

Haemophilia Society appeal not to ban imported blood products and
urge patients not to stop treatment in response to concerns over
potential risks.

May 1984

Trial issues of HT factor VIII.

10 Dec 1984

HCD's meeting at BPL. Heated product preferred for all new patients,
subject to availability, otherwise preferentially for treatment of HIVantibody negative patients. BPL confirmed all factor VIII would be
heated by April 1985. Heating would carry a 15-20% yield penalty.

1985

Studies revealed almost 100% transmission of NANBH following
treatment with unsterilised large donor pool dotting factor
concentrate. Hay et al. reported that progressive liver disease in

patients with haemophilia was an understated problem.
February 1985

First issues of heated (HT2) factor VIII.

February 1985

Trial issues of heated (HT3) factor VIII.

July 1985

Trials of a new, high purity product, 8Y, conducted in selected patients.

September 1985

BPL starts general issue of its new SY heat-treated factor VIII.

02 Oct 1985

Heat-treated factor IX issued from BPL on this date.

Mid-1986

Re-development project costs escalate to around £52m; however
project remains fully fiuded owing to Governments commitment to
self-sufficiency.

September 1988

UK was still not self-sufficient in blood products owing to errors in
estimating both the amount of plasma stockpiled and the net yield for
factor VIII production at BPI, and could only be expected to become
self-sufficient in a couple of years.

1989

NANBH virus isolated by Choo tt al.

April 1989

System of cross-charging in place to encourage RTCs to produce
maximal amounts of plasma.

1991

Second-generation HCV screening assays become widely used in the
screening of donor blood in the UK.

1993

Domestically sourced blood products account for 75% of the UK
factor VIII market. There were concerns, however, at this time, that
absolute self-sufficiency was not without its own risks.

HT1 = 60 0C for 72 hours; HT2 = 70'C for 24 hours; HT3 = 800C for 72 hours
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
LONDON SWIA OAA
The Rt Hon John Moore MP,
Secretary of State for Health
And Social Security,
Elephant and Castle,
London SEI 6BY.
17 November 1987

Ti4J4..
I am glad to see that you have made an ex-gratia payment for haemophiliacs who, as a
result of transfusion, find themselves HIV Positive.
What concerns me however is how this situation has been allowed to occur. I note that
in Hansard 393 on 22 January 1975, I said "I believe it is vitally important that the
National Health Service should become self-sufficient as soon as practicable inthe
production of Factor VIII, including AHG concentrates".
On 22 April in a written answer I was even more explicit "I hope that the National
Health Service can become self-sufficient in the production of all forms of Factor VIII
within two or three years". The same answer was very much reiterated on 8 July
(column 108).
I would be grateful if you could let me know what happened to the extra money that
was allocated to the regional transfusion centres, and why they did not become selfsufficient. I think I should in fairness warn you that I have it in mind to refer the issue
to the Ombudsman on grounds of maladministration unless I receive a satisfactory
explanation.

DAVID OWEN

HOUSE OF COMMONS:,LONDON SW]AOAA

Mr G L Ross

J Keith Park & Co
Claughton House
39 Barrow Street
St Helens
Merseyside WA10 1RX

II October 1988

Dear Mr Ross
Thank you for your letter.

I

said since I have not been ablecannot I fear clarify what I
to go.back to the DHSS
records of the time since they have::
apparently. been.disposed
of. I can therefore not be of much
help.
Yours sin

DaVid
Oven

THEe4"
THE PARLIAMENTARY
OMBUDSMAN

OFFICE OF THE PARLIAMENTARY COMMISSIONER FOR ADMINISTRATION
MIUDUIXTOWER. MIULBANK.LONDOH SWIP 40P.
1
0201217 42V
SWIICHBOARD 020 7217 3000. FAX020 7217 4000, OIRECr LINE

From the Commissioner
Sir Michael Buckley

Our Ref

124/02/COM

The Rt Hon the Lord Owan CH
House of Lords
London
SWIA OPW

'1

September 2002

Thank you for your letter of 14 August.
I am sorry that you are dissatisfied with the. way in wbich my office has handled
conrspondence from you and Lord Morris, and inparticular with-the fact that we did not reply.
to your letter of 22 March until 1 July. The delay was largely due to the need to search for
relevant information on the matters you bad raised, which relate, as you know, to events that.
occurredmany years ago. As Miss Corrigan explained in her letter of IJulyj our file relating to
had been destroyed in accordance
the complaint made by your former constituent, Mr •
provide copies of the previous
to
office
your
ask
with our normal policy, and we had to
correspondence. Nevertheless, I am sorry that we did not keep you informed of what was
happening; and I must add my apologies to those already offered by Miss Corrigan for the
delay.
I hope you will forgive me ifIbegin with the technicalities. I realise only too well that they can
look like bureaucratic pettifogging. But the plain fact is that I have to work within the
constraints of the Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967. If those constraints are too
restrictive, that is a matter for Parliament to see to. So long as they arc there, I must obey them.
x 's complaint
My-predecessor, Sir Anthony Barrowclough, decided not to investigate M
when you referred it to him in 1988. That complaint can be revived, if I may so put it, only by a
serving Member of the House of Commons; and if I were to investigate it I could report only to
such a Member. Without a specific complaint from a member of the public, properly referred
by a Member of the House of Commons, I have no legal power to take any action.
Putting the technicalities aside, what we have is the fact that the NHS did not become selfsufficient in Factor VIII as you had decided in 1975 that it should. There are many possible
reasons for that, such as the unexpectedly large and rapid increase in demand for blood
products, and changing expenditure priorities. The relevant decisions would have been
discretionary decisions; and I have no authority to question such decisions unless they are
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and
of maladmninistration has so far been offered;
taken with maladministration. No evidence
been
have
files
the
when
evidlence
the cbance of an investigation by me discovering such
or died is as near zero as makes
retired
have
will
destroyed and many of the officials concerned
nllh~raisfortunes is even
link with Mr
no diffrencc. The chance of establishing a causal
was such a link, the injustice which
more slender. Finally, even if it could be shown that there was that he contracted HIV. Ido
sustained, according to the earlier correspondence,
MrW
but it appears to have been-remedied, so
not for one moment underestimate the gravity of that;
scheme to which you referred
far as circumstances permit, by the establishment of the payments
his complaint.
in your letter of 22 March. There is simply no basis for investigating
Iam sending a copy of this letter to Lord Morris:
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PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE-CDC-Atlanta
July 24,1975
EPI-74-78-2

TO

: Director, Center for Disease Control

FROM

: Viral Diseases Division, Bureau of Epidemiology

SUBJECT:

Hepatitis - Lansing, Kansas

SUMMARY
Over a 2-week period in February-March 1974, 11 clinical
and 8 subclinical hepatitis cases were detected among
inmates at the Kansas State Penitentiary. The majority
were HbsAg-positive. Investigation revealed that 18 of
these 19 cases were in plasma donors at the prison
plasmapheresis center; however, risk of hepatitis could
not be definitely associated with the plasmapheresis
operation, since intravenous drug abuse-including the
sharing of equipment-was commonly practised by plasma
donors.

BACKGROUND
Kansas State Penitentiary (KSP) is a maximum security
correctional institution with approximately 574 inmates.
It is located in Lansing, Kansas, 25 miles northwest of
metropolitan Kansas City. The prison has a capacity for
1,900 inmates but has decreased its census as violators
with less serious crimes or those who are felt to be more
"amenable to rehabilitative programs have been sent to
other institutions. Approximately 60% of the prison
population is white and 40% black.

(The above are excerptsfrom an official lettersentto the CDC-Atlanta).
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Mr Harley
BLOOD PRODUCTS LABORATORY:

POSSIBLE TAKE-OVER BY INDUSTRy

I think it best if I confine my comments on the possible
take-over of BPL
by Beechams to purely technical and medical comments,
although
major worries also about many other aspects of the proposals, I do have
as, I think,
you yourself have.
1.
The principal medical worry is presented by Beecham's
intention to
import plasma for fractionation. Unless it were Beecham's
intention to
process such plasma in an entirely separate plant or
with complete
duplication of all f£ilities in a single plant, it would
to prevent contanti ion of the UK material with imported be impossible
hepatitis viruses.
<

I must emphasise ti4

90% of all post-transfusion

(and blood-product infusion)
hepatitis in-the USA and elsewhere is caused by non-A,
non-B hepatitis viruses
which (unlike Hepatitis B) cannot, at present, be detected
by testing donor
blood. This form of hepatitis can be rapidly fatal (particularly
when
acquired by patients with pre-existing liver disease)
or can lead to
progressive liver damage.
It can also result in a chronic carrier state,
thus increasing the "pool" of these viruses in the community.

In my view, the Department has a moral obligation
ensure that any
collaboration with industry does not increase the to
health hazards1 not only
to recipients
of blood products, but to the community as a whole.

2.
If the DESS" did not agree to Beechams
imported plasma
other than in a separate plant etc, Beechamsfractionating
would probably feel constrained
to obtain the necessary extra volume of plasma by buying
it in .the UK. That
is, it is likely that the company would establish plasmapheresis
centres in
this country for paid donors and thereby seriously undermine
the voluntary
donor principle in the UK.

3I have just visited PFC Liberton with colleagues from
H32. Although
we have no formal information about its capacity to expand
production, it
was conveyed to us informally that Liberton had a substantial
capacity for
expansion, notwithstanding staffing difficulties etc.
If
Liberton
were to
take on J - I of the England and Wales fractionation
requirements in addition
to meeting Scottish needs, UK vulnerability in the event
of
out would be reduced-and the price of Beechams (or imported) Beechams pulling
products might
be kept down. My impression

from that meeting was that the Scots are very
willing to consider UK fractionation as a whole
and that, having provided
the DHSS (through the SHHD) with detailed schedules
of their products and
performance since commissioning of the plant, anticipate
expanding production
by an agreed amount for the benefit of England and
Wales.
Perhaps, therefore,
we should be very cautiotii before asking Beechams
to provide totally for the
requirements of £ngland and Wales when we may not
need it to do so.
4.
I have just seen the tables on cost-benefit analysis
I think .the paragraph 4 note to table 1 may underestimate prepared by FB.
the requirement

7!)E

1R-77

of 7FF? for "self-sufficiency" for England and Wales.
Dr Lane has said
that he would need 500,000 litres iT? to meet anticipated
products. Each litre of FFP is made up of 5.6 "donations" demands for
of plasma
(0.18 litres plasma per whole blood donation).
Therefore there is a
requirement for (500,000 x 5.6) FFP donations = 2.8
million FFP donations.
Previously Dr Lane has given the FFP requirement
as nearer 400,000 litres
of M which is'equivalent to 2.2 million donations.
In the FB table,
the anticipated need for IT? has been taken to be
only 1.6 million donations.
I cannot comment on the figures arrived at for the
equivalent 80/81 commercial
value for IVIII and PPF because I'm not sure what
prices have been used.
However the minimum qunatities under consideration
by FB should have been
I

3and

FVIII : 90 m iu
PP F
:
6 , 9 0 0 kg
other albumin fractional.

Perhaps Mr Brechin could confirm that these were
indeed the sort of figures
on which the calculations were based and if not,
what
figures were used.
I should add that the projected requirements for
FVIII,
which were based
on advice given to the Department earlier this year,
may have to be revised
in the face of very recent evidence which indicates
that UK clinicians
are

coming under pressure from various" quarters
to step-up the dosage regime
for the home treatment of haemophilia.
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This .rms been 'he third and final year of the retrospective hevntitis
survey Ciiinced by the D.IJ.S.S.
This rep:)rt will deal with some preliminary
itsiltM
at the 3 year survey, and nropose further subjects Cor further study
1
j the Henal itis Working P:irty (W.P.)
I.lPATITI.S .4IrRVEILLA.NCE
Table 1 show-. the preliminary results of hepatitis report.s where there
wn enough informatinn to catego'ise these incidents as being related to
factor VIII or IX therapy.
Ctses not considered to be associated with
rerla'ýemcn& therapy have been excluded. .Atotal of 283 epfsod..s of hepatiti:.
':prr rennrte,' hy the Hoernnphili-t Centre Directors, inclding 253 patients;
26 p:',tientU- l,.! I-,ut-cks
of hepat:itis and 4 pa+ient .; atttncks. Of the total
of 2t_3, It" 'eve non-S hepatitis and therefore probably non-A, non-B, and
AG Incidents were hepatitis B. Table I classifies each incident according
to the brand of product implicAte-1 in each incident.
The differing proportioný
of intidents related to each brant' does not reflect the relative incidence
of
hepatitis ,lue to each product. Hlemofil and Xryobtxlin were used in the
U.K.
2 to 3 ycn's before the other commercial products, and the relative amounts
of other products have varied since due to market forces. Further evidence
concerning the relationship of different t)pes of hepatitis to different
brands
of concentrate is given later in this report.
From the patient's point of view most episodes of ,cute hepatit iM %ore
mild.
Hepatitis B still
occurs related to all tyPe; of Product. but the incidence has
continued tn decline.
This must be attributed to the improved method' of donor
-creenin:o: for IflflA and. quality control of the products.
CO.11iLICATIONS
The question of the significance of chronic hepatitis observed 1ivy ,everal
groups of workers in liver biopsies of patient-s with chronically elevated
transaminases is still
unanswered.
Current investigations ore attemptinrr to relate
the results in different groups of patients to their transfusion hist:ry,
and
there is strong evidence that different types of non-A, non-U hepatitis
are
related to different products (see later). Most patients in this crtmp
-ire still
entirely aynptomless. The natural history of there disease in
;xon-hnowpphilic'cs is still
not known, though there is some evidence to suggest
thrlt some patients with liver biopsy appearances of chronic active hepatitis
have
,otuer pin-antn:is than patient.s with qimilar hintoloVti on liver biopsy whose
l iver ilIseaso is considered to be of non-viral origin. There have been
no further
deaths directly or indirectly attributed to liver disease in the past
year.
PACTORS AFECTING TH1, INCIDflCIS OF HIEPATITIS
a)

Incidence of hepatitis due to commercial versus MIS associated hepatitis
Tble (2)'comPares the figures for 13 and non-B hepatitis in patients
receiving only one nroduct in any year for the rears 1977-9 .nd w-as
presented in last years report. It shows thitt there is a 4,20 times
h11hcr incidence of overt non-A, non-B hepatitis associated with U.S.
Commercial" concentrate compared with NiS.
There is no demonsi r.tble effect
with hepatitis B probably due to the effect of screening plasma donations
fzr HB A-.
de have, as yet, no dazta for symptomless hepatitis, -but. ;
prosnec tive study of patients treated with factor Viii or LX is planned
at several Centres.

(j

Iil.
tory of transfusion with concentrate
frble 3 analy.ses 137 cscys of non-A, non-B hepatitis by transfusion.
hi.story.
The chief findinrr is that 70-80% of cases of non-A,
non-B hepatitis were associated %w'ith the first dose of concentrate
that
the patient received.
FoLuw out of 91(4.4%) caseý occurred where US Comercial
concentrate was the implicated brand, in which the patient gave
a
history of 1-3 years treatment with these products. In contrast.
6
out of 46 (:.o)
cases occurred associated with NRS concentrate, or
Krvobulin (both intermediate factor VIII concentrate) occurred
where the
patientý had previously been treated with NHS factor VIII or
Kr"obulin.
TatJl? 4 1ive.9 an example of the current pattern of non-A, non-B
hcp:ti$ ii.
"''tt uf the pationts treated witb any batch of concentrate
viI11 b!. Imuie to non-.., non-B hepatitis, since batches of concentrate
of nny brand are contaminated with one (or more) serotypes of
these
ag,,nts. Recen: ly a batch of Kryobulin was investigated when 3 c es
werL reported to be associated with transfusion of this bntch.
The only
criteria one can use when assessing possible immunity to reinfection
is;
a history of' previous exposure to a similar product. Table 4
shows
th.'t
v1/57 (22.8%) patient. treated were probably not immune to non-A,
a'n-B hepatitis and of these, 4 developed hepatitis, giving nu,
attack
rat-, of posslble susceptibles of 30.8%, excludin- symptnmless
cases.
C)

.Screening of

Ionor!s for hepatitis B

-

Hepatitis B L;i still
present at - low level hut donor screenin: appears to
hPvP eliminated any. difference between Commercial and NILS concsvntrate
in
thils respect - -ee table 2.
al l

Occurrence of different serotypes of virus in different products
Apprt from different sources of donor, there are 2 different
types of
factnr VIII concentrate available in the U.K.
1) High purity factor VIII made by variants of the glycinLd/PEO
method
of fractionation (U.S. Commercial factor VIII concentrate) Pnd
1) Inteemedivte. factor VIII (N0IS factor VIII arnd Kryobulin).
7TAle 5 shows the differences between 2 products, HReofil (a
commerijd
U.i. Concentrate) -rnd'Erynbulin (;n intermediate factor VIII)
respect t4he chance that a patient will contract non-A, non-Bwith
hepatitis
!.ith the first batch of material that he receives or a secord
or
•ub..-quent bitch. 14ith Hemofil in 1974-5 there ,z.s -, 20 tines
r-reater
chance 0.P contracting overt non-A, -non-f hepatitis w-ith the first
batch
than vith the ýecond or clubsequejat batch.
In contrast, there .f-n an
equ,.i chance when treated with the first or subsequent batch
of Kryobiulin
nf contracting overt non-A, non-B hep.ti~tis.
One of .2 explmantions is li-ely for tbis. The first
is that the attack
rate if Ha~fil associated hep.ýtitis ws much higher than that
associated
with Kr..-obulin.
The attack rate of Hemofi1 associated non-A, non-B
hepmd itis in 1974-5 was (12.916) and that of Kryobutin wL-- (10.11)
Unpubliched dat.i - Ilepatitie. Working Party.

Tlh-zo ditfferencer= therefuoe cnnnot be e:;plained by dirPfeences ii' attack
rote- above. The second possible explanation i.c thal Hemofil is
t'.nl.,minlte. with one serotype of non-A, non-B hcp.ititi.s. and th,-'t

.r-hilinconti-ins 2 or more -,erotrpes.
Thmt the second explanation is the more lilcely ;.nd is confirmed wthen the
,4--0;, relatin"- to multiple attaclcs of non-A, non-B hepatitis ire
;i;i;inr , (table 6).
Si: patients developed 2 !9tac!%s of non-A, non-fl
.hepi.titis 'uhc-e the first tuas associated with U.S. Commercial concentrate
(all similar to Henofil) and the second with Kryobulin or NHS material.
Ho¢evcvcon multiple cases leere observed -where U.S. Commercial concentrate
-"vs implicated in both attacks.In contrast, 4 natients had 2 attacks of
non-A, non-B bepatitirn associated with intermediatr products.
In 2
jn-:r-jces the tir.st and Qcnnd wiere arSfnl.:iatcd with NO1
factor VIII and in
the. tond 2 the first
w.- ý.-soclatee1 "ith Kryobialin in both rvtientý, and
the second attack with Kryobulin in one and FMNA in the second.
The
riht hand column in table six gives the ratio of hepatiti- a.ssociated with
di:r'rernt pru,;ucts in the p-oportion in which they occurred in this ýorjes.
One hypothesi., to explain the
results of the survey is that high purity
U.S. Commercial factor VITII is contaminated with one virus, and the
intermediate
.r.rorVIII being a 'cruder' product contains 2 non-A.
non-B virusef-. "Therefnre it is likely that one agent is removed in the
Vrr.ctionation orocess for hitch purity concentrate. There is aq yet no
evidence to suo;-est whether the U.S. Coummercial as,;ociated agent is the
srm- as one of the'e in the intermediate concenirates.
."l!INFE.TION
Some recent -' idence suggests that reinfection with non-A, non-B viruses
may occur il henmophiliacs when transfused with a large quantity of factor VIII
t;here a iarre dose of virus is present.This has been shown to occur with hepatitis B
prior to 1he introduction of screening of plasma donations for JIB A•. It is
poaP--ibie that the case" ,
associated with second or subsequent batces of llemofil
(see page 1) represent Instances of this, though there may be other explanotions.
'LIt.'RF OF HEPAC'ITI& SSUYRVILLANCF
The Wlorking, Party has considered the results of surveys collected so far and
::: w;--h to'make the. fnllo%'lnT recommendations:1)•

That the survey should continue by the pursuance of the surveillance
scheme- to follow changes in incidence of hepatitis related to changes
in typer, of treatment and of blood products.

21

There is little information about the incidence of subclinical hepatitis.
Some work on commercial contrate has been carried o'it at the Royal
Free ilohfitpl. However, there is a need for a prospective study
comparing t'ifforent products,'and an Ppplicntion for a project grant
has been made-to the )IOical Research Council to support a multicentre
study in patients coming to operation.
A feasibility study has so far
show;n that 4 out of 4 of patients studied who bad had.no previous transfdic
of concentrate developed non-A, non-B hep'titis.

Tabl~e

CASES ASSOCIATED WITH
DIFFERENT BRANDS
Type of

Brand

Hepatitis

Hemofil

B
Non-Bi

Ki-obuin

32

7

87

25

.. . . .a . ..-

Koate

o

Factorate

iProfilate

13

j

'I

22

3

-103

ti

_, - I••_

L3

9

NHS Elstree
2.

Non-B 197;

10

-44

Hepatitis B 86.

jCrYoprecipitate

NHS IX

.j-_
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Total of 283 episodes
were reported ifvolving
253 Patients.
26.patients had two attacks
of Hepatitis and 4 patients
had
three attacks.
Total 283

.

NHS Oxford

14

4,.
I9

?

FACTOR VIII ASSOCIATED
ATTA

Table 2
EPATITIS : COMMRCIAL AND NHS* BRANDS

RTES IN PATI__ENS_.RECEIVING ONE PRODUCT

Cases'of Hepatitis

I Year'

Brand

(Non-B)

B

(Overt)

11977

1978

ICommercial

B
~
mptoIm~uless

(Ovrt

3 (2.67)1 2 (1.78)

NHS

1 (0.56)

4 (2 23)

0

0

C

I

NHs1

r

1979 iCommercial
NHS

t.IOet

epai.i
Heatii

5 (4.46)

5(2.7)
5

1

3(7.7) 1

(0.39)

10 (6.32)
1 (0.29)

+

.7)

Ttl

I Transfused

i

112
179

15 (8.3)

180

1 (0.63)

0

11 (6.96)

158

0

0

------------------------

3 (0.96)

1

0.29)

4.76

omril

NHS
N{

0.7?9

179

0
00.6)
0

2 (.6)

ai

313

342

19.7

079
0.

21.73

significant

Table 3
FACTOR VIII AND IX ASSOCIATED NON-A, NON-BE,_HEPATITIS 1974-80
ASSOCIATION WITH PREVIOUS TRANSFUSION HISTORY

Total Cases Non-A, Non-B, Hepatitis

137

Previous Transfusion HistoE

-

Freeze Dried
Concentrate

1

Yes

No

31

106

Tota

Current Attackiof Hepatit s
1.

Associated with U.S. Commercial
Concentrate

18(20%)

73(80%)

91

2.

Associated with NHS or Immuno
Concentrate

13(28%)

33(72%)

46

TRANSFUSION HISTORY

-

EFFECT OF TRANSFUSION OF DIFFERENT

BRANDS OF CONCENTRATE

Brand

Implicated

No. Cases

Transfused

jU.St
Commercial
I.IHS or Immuno

-Commercial

No. Cases

Total

Previous

No. Previous

NHS or Imnuno

Concentrate

Concentrate

4
6

Total

Transfused

8

1U.S.

915

13

46

I

liepati
4

sjei

9

A

3 Icteric
1 Anicteric

.... atvack rate 0f-first batch transfused
to that o
second

or subsequent batches

2.

20.7

Krvobulin
151 Patient Exposures from .
6
12 Batches
6*
76 Patient Exposures --------:40
4
Therefore
12.58 Patient ExposureW/Batch*o.VBatch 6j33
"
/Batch -0.33/Batch
Or.
25.16
1.0
19.18
"tB
1.0
c
Or
Ratio of attack rate of first batch transfused to second or
subsequent batches
281
1
(* If 2 Cases possibly related to Hemofil included 18.8'patient
exposures---.0.O case of hepatitis
on first transfusion).

Table 3
FACTOR VIII AND IX ASSOCIATED NON-A,

NON-BRKEPATITIS 1974-80

ASSOCIATION WITH PREVIOUS TRANSFUSION HISTORY

Total Cases Non-A, Non-B, Hepatitis

.137

Previous Transfusion History

1Freeze Dried
Concentrate

3

\

Yes

No

31

106

Totaj

Current Attack of Hepatitis
1.

Associated with U.S. Commercial
Concentrate

18(20%)

73(80%)

91

2.

Associated with NHS or Immuno
Concentrate

13(28%)

33(72%)

46

TRANSFUSION HISTORY

-

EFFECT OF TRANSFUSION OF DIFFERENT

BRANDS OF CONCENTRATE

Brand
Implicated

f.

S. Commercial

ILMHS

or Immuno

No. Cases
No. Cases
Transfused
Transfused
U.S. Commercial INHS or Immuno

Totn

Previous

jConcentrate

Total
No. Previous
Concentrate

4

15

18

91

6

8

13

46

MULTIPLE ATTACKSOF

Brand Implicated
First Attack

Table 6
NON-B HEPATITIS IN HAEMOPHILIACS

j

Nq. of Cases Associated
Second AttackNo. Patin
..

each Brand Expessed as Ratio
to First Attack

' "Second

U.S. Commercial

Kryobulin

3

18/91

U.S. Commercial

(Immuno)
NHS or*Cryo

3

29/91

U.S. Commerciall

0

45.5/45.5

FEIBA (IX) or
Kryobulin
NHS VIII

2

9/9

2

14.5/14.5

0

18/29

I U.S. Commercial
1 Kryobulin

NHS VIII
Wryobulin

NHS
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te that the Thirteenth Meeting will
1982. Further
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nearer the
ting will be circulated

Cr.R. Rizza
1
Consultant Physic

iield.
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Centre, as the'r Assistant Co-ordinator (Services).

Her

appointment would be for two years and would be funded by fou
pharmaceutical companies.

Sister Turk would work very closel

with the Society's branches and also hoped to liaise with t:-"Haemophilia Cer.tres.
8.

Study

FactorVjI LQua liControl

Dr. Savidge reported that it had not been possible for
him to attend the first meeting of Dr. Poller's group which
was held after his appointment as a member of the group. He
hoped that it would be possible for him to attend future
meetings.

It

as a~greed that Drb Savidge should continue to

represent the Haemophilia Centre Directors on Dr. Poller's
group and that Dr. Savidge would report back to the Haemophil
Centre Directors at their next meeting.
9.

Reports from Working Party

hairmen

a) Heogtitis
Dr. Craske presented the report which he had precirculated to all Haemophilia Centre Directors.

The rpport

summarised the findings of the three-year retrospective study
which had just been completed. A full written report was in
preparation for publication.

Following the completion of the

study, Dr. Craske had several recommendations to make to the
Haemophilia Centre Directors.
i.

He recommended that the

ii.

Subclinical he;patltis

yrveillan

should continue as

f

A multicentre prospective study

of "epatitis in first time treated/seldom treated patients
war planned.

It was hoped that the study would be supported

by a Frant from the !MedinalResearch Council.

This group of

patients seem to be running a higher risk of contracting Non-.

20

-

Non-B hepatitis whatever type of material was usced fc,-

treatment,
iii.

Dr. Craske felt that it was important for tie trking
Party to continue to collect data on the batch numnbers of
materials received by.patients who developed hepatitis.

Nt

thought that it might be necessary in the futbre to again
ask for details of all patients who had received tr.eatrnent
with a particular "suspect" batch of concentrate.
iv-.

Post-MaortemSpecimens:

Dr. Craske said that he would be

most interested to receive samples of liver from.patiento
whbcame to autopsy, especially where there was evidence of
chronic liver disedse.
v.

Chronic Hepatitis,

Dr. Craske hoped the Directors would

continue to repott oas.es of chronic hepatitis- to the Work!irng
Party on the appropriate form.
vi.

Merck, Sharpe' and Dohme had approached Dr. CrRtke to aok
If the U.K. Haemophilia Centre Directors..would be interested
in an immunogenicity study of hepatitis .B vaccine..lHe was
lobking into the possibilitiesi of -a trial of the. vaccine
andwpuld contact the Directors Again at a later date.
vii.

Hepatitis-Free Factor IX concentrates:

.

There had been

claims from commercial firms that a-factor IX concentrate
was
now available which.was free of hepatitis. Dr. Craske thought
that this may-w6lI b6 true but there were problems'in proving
the safety of each--batch of concentrate made as only a i..mited
number of laboratory animals were available for tosting the
materials.
Some discussion followed Dr. Craske's report and several
questions were raised. Some Directors were unhappy about
the
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Ilth January, 1982

To all

aeemophilia Centre Directors

Dear Colleague.
You are no doubt aware that at least 4 commercial companies are
about to introduce -preparations of factor VIII and possibly factor IX
that have been processed in an attempt to reduce the-risk of transmitting
e products have been
s we know
hepatitis R and -non-A non-B. As
past risation after removal
rocess uch
subjected to a heat treatmen
s such as reatment with
other met
of the bulk of f.brinogen b
5-propiolactone and UV -Ugh or differential adsorpt n-elution may be
for
uction batches may have b
used. Although tnit'
at the
Infectivity by in cting them into chimpanzees it is unlikely
manufacturers wil be able to guarantee this -orm of quality co trol for
It is therefore very important to find out by studies
all future batche
in human beings z what extent the infectivity of the various c ncentrares
ring
has been reducen. The most clearcut way of doing this. is by aom--a
s to patients requiring treatment who have not been p viously
thos9e concentr
rge pool concentrates. Those patients are few in number bu a
exposed to
studv elan those lines is being carried out at Oxford to determine the
Infectivitk of -factor VIII7 concentrates produced by the Plasma Frectic tion
Labratory. Oxford and Blood Products -Laboratory, Elstree. This rB y shows
ible to demonstrate infectivity using quite small n bers of
t,a
as soon
previously u rested patients. It is very important also to find a
the manufacturing methods used to reduce the hep itls
whtr
,as poasi
in a product with undesirable characteristics such s high
riske
e
reduced factor VIII recovery in viv.
o
deneured'prtein',
contenht
dies or
fabtor 1TI 4--life in vivo. increased incidence o-f factor VIII an
ofý irnnune wnmolex disease.
-

Although ther
products would con
thNeir use on a 'na
hinder controlled
thinking this:-

is no doubt that the introduction of 'hepat± is-safe'
titute a major advance we hope you will agre with us that
ght seriously
ed patient basis would ae undesirable and
reasonS .or
There are
tudies in the future.

d cbserv 4 g recovery zf 5ctivity,
1. The'beat way of assessing f-icie y
jinical studies. Since a
y conduc
side effects etc.. is bv pr
number of products are likely to be introduced in tie next few months a
It !s
core of 'at r.sk' patients will be needed. for z:-.s assessment.
-or :he treatment o= such patients t-at zroducers will make thir
Products available. Ifpatients at risk are -reated on a '.anmed Datient"
S' basis they will be unavailabls for clinical trials End tne r:-=u:2s will
be of anecdotal value only.

2.
2.

For the purposes of a Product Licence the manufacturers are required to
set out to the Regulatory Authority in the U.K. the evidence of
product efficacy and safety and details of processing, batch to batch
reproducibility toxicity tests etc.. which help to ensure quality
control. In addition there would-be a requirement for samples of each
batch or batch protocol to be submitted if requested to the Regulatory
Authority for assessment at NISSC. Manufacturers could be loible if
subsequent batches failed to meet the original product protocols and
import of such products could be prohibited. Although it.will not be
possible for the Regulatory Authority to check infectivity of batches
as an ongoing control.-measurement of tptal protein, clattable protein,
factor VIII antigens- and activity ratiol etc.. will help to ensure that
the materials have been properly processed. Even if factor VIII
concentrates are subjected to similar phsteurizatlon processes as those
used to sterilise albumin and other s"i~le plasma protein fractions they
may not withstand denaturation to the same extent. Formal trial of
efficacy and on-going monitoring of quality control is thus important.
Use of a product on a 'named pati
be
basi
-s

by-passes these regulatory cant
interssts of patients.

5which ha

n

uifiable but

-been esta

ished in the

We are therefore writi
to let you know that the Hepatitis Working
Party are discuss±ng plans for Clinical Trials of these products as they
become available and will f necessary request exemption from a clinical
trials cert-flcate in resp ct of Individual products in order to expedit
trials. We hope that the ompenies concerned will collaborate in these
trials and will offer a ropriate supplies of their concentrate as well as
financial support.
Unfortunately zr.erg is insufficient time available to air these
problems itJthe nexteating of the Haemophilia Centre Directors but if you
have -any observaticns e would be most grateful to learn of them as soon as
possible.
With all best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

IL
.L.Bloom

C.R. Rizza

i,,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SECURITY
FRIARS HOUSE
157-168 BLACKFRIARS ROAD
LONDON SEl 8EU
Telex 883669
Telephone 01-703 6380 Ext 4423

Yaw,10101ane
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M Prescott Enq
I X Treasury
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Dear

KC.tý.4

3LCOD PRO=UCTS LA3ORATOIr

1.

-

Em

"ELQ

DMS Ministers have decided that the Mlood Products Laboratory (ErL) should

planning
be redeveloped within the THS, and have instructed officials to begin
I
Stags
This letter seek. Treasur7
and design work for the redevelopment.
expenditure
incurring
begin
can
we
that
so
projfolt
the
approval in principle for
is unlikely
on planning the redevelopment of the Labnratory. The capital cost
to
expected
is
completed,
when
and,
to be less than £17m at Survey 81 prices,
coasts
(staff
aum
per
£5m
to
£2.2m
from
costs
increase the Laboratory's revenue

represent some 50 per cent of total ru•nIng costs).
BackroTund

Vales comprises
2. The National flood Transfusion Se-vice in England and
blood laboratories
14 Regional Transfusion Centres run by ERAs, mind 3 centralLaboratory
and the flood
raectionation
Plasma
the
Laboratory,
Products
(the Blood
and NW Thames
(DES
Committee
Group Reference Laboratory). run by a Joint Management
Centra.

Scotland has its own blood transfusion service and Protein Fraotionation
3. PL is essentislly a pharmaceutical Taotorj, eumploying some 125 staff.

It

fractionates it into various
receives plasma from Regional Transfusion Centres and
of haemophiliaos, protein
products - notably Factors VIII and IX for the treatment
specific imwoglobulins
solutions for the treatment of burns etc, and normal and
Some of BPL'. products ae not awailable
for the treatment of certain diseases.
at present BL does not charge
oowneroislly. The plasma is supplied without charge:
The" is, meanwhile
reviewed.
to'be
is
MRA. for its products, but this arrangement
services made
and
products
for
coats
its
Vote provision (DZA) for 3PL to recover
I= Vote 11-1,
on
borne
is
BPL
available outside the NMS. The cost of maintaining
Si I'heada D34D4.Zp=asa
manly to salvage
a. A Laboratory was first established at Elstres in 1952,
1960.,
the
in
counissioned
was
unit
mamnfactuiine
new
from time-expired blood. A
and the demand for
since when fractionation technolo.y has chanewd canaiderably,
have been predicted.
blood products has increased. far beyond -what couldi reasonablyfor products nor oan it
demands
the
meet
cannot
As a result, the present Laboratory
5 below)

(see pararph
comply with modem pharmaceutical manufacttrIng standards
cuzrently
and is
Although EPL' * production haa increasod ote0Aily over the years
to supplement
worth about £11. a year to the 205S, )mealth uint~hnritite are obliged
less safe
risk,
hepatitis
supplies from PL with expensive and, because of the
annually.
imported coercial blood products at a cost of up to tCs1

E. t.
5.

As you can see,

scale.

Although it

WPL was not Purpose built for manufacturing on the present
originally conform-d with the criteria for medical

thought appropriate at that time, it now falls considerably short
manufactu
of the standards of good pharmaceutical manufacturing practice applied by the
suceessiv,
Medicines Inspectorate under the Medicines Act 1968 - standards which
as wel:
facilities
manufacturing
MM
by
observed
be
Ministers have aereed should
by
as being required of comercial firms. In 1979 the Laboratory was inspected
that
was
report
Inspector's
the
of
The gist
the Medicines Inupectorate.
to
conditions of maiufacture at WPL were wte e and potentially haaerdous
would
we
operation
commercial
a
wre
patients. The report concluded, "If Lwej.
the
until
cease
should
manufacture
have no hesitation in recommending that
recommndo
facility Vas upgraded to a minimum acceptable level". The Inspectors
te
meass
short-tenm
suitable
with
Laboratory,
the
the complete replacement of
Labornto1
the
They pointed out that
improve things while rebuilding took place.
structure would not be useable
its
of
much
since
would have, to be redeveloped,
closure
beyond five years. Ministers agreed that in the interests of patients,
short-term
a
of the Laboratory could not be contpfl]lated, and they approved
the
upgrading programme to remedy some oa the deficiencies highlighted by
two
its
of
output
Medicines Tnapectorate, and to enable EPn to increase the
to the
given
was
consideration
major products (Factor VIII and Albumin), while
t2m)
(almost
upgrading
of
cost
question of redevelopin£r the Laboratory. The
before
is expected to be more than covered by the value of increased production
the preeent Laboratory is cloned.
Redevelotment
Discussions with Industr'
6. Last year, the Department inveutigated the possibility of a British
blood
pharmaceutioal oompany' rebuilding the facilities and manufacturing
that

products on an agency basis for the MI8.

Ministers concluded, however,

of a service whic&
there woo no place for a oommercial company in the managsment
should be
Laboratory
the
that
decided
depended upon volunteer donors, and
in an
Toung
George
Sir
by
con-firmed
redeveloped within the MES. This was
about the
given
was
commitment
no
although
Adjournment Debate on 15 December,

timing of r-edevelopment."

Plsnni/ndesigi work
Some of the preliminary planning work has already begun, and Ministersan
Group to act
have agreed to the establishment of a small Policy Steering
The
redevelopIfnlt.
the
behalf of the Joint M¶anagement Committee in planni.ng
estimate
to
stage
this
at
difficult
specialised natuxe of the facility makes it
'with any precision the cost involved. (A cost cannot satinfao2torill be based
a
on that of the Scottish plant which is on a much smaller scale and uses
production
of
scale
the
for
appropriate
be
not
different technmolq' that would
It would however be unwise to msanis that the
required in England an&.' Wales).
(say, key areas
cost (including fees sae' equipment) of. even minimal rebuilding
period 1982/83
the
over
only) will be less than £lTm at Survey 81 prices spread
Costed design options
to 1986/87. It could well amount to substantially more.
when these are "a.
should be available later this year, and I will write again
option and a
chosen
further work to produce a firm tudget cost based on the
well-developed design (Stage II) will take 6 months more.

7.

of the flw
8. A major factor in the cost is the target capacity requirod
rise fro
to
expected
is
VIIT
Laboratory. Fox example, demand for Factor
because
1985
by
i•ite
55 million International unite in 1980to 100 million
Ss the
such
factors
other
and
of changes in the'clinical use of the product
we tend
that
explain
perhaps
should
I
ageing of the haamophiliac population.
.. tizatifl the levil of productiOn
to concentrate on Factor VIII demand when
1f...nffioief. t In blood products beOSusI
... .U.

-

. --

%I-

VIM

the production technology is such that If we achieve self-sufficiency in this

yactor ve vill

also achieve self-sufficiency in other products.

The 28th World-Health Assembly on "Utillsation and Supply of TMan Mlood
and •lood 'Products" urged World Neaith OrE-nisation Member States to become
The principle of self-sufficienc
self-sufficient in blood and blood products.
Ministers have stated that ±though
Government,
the
by
endorsed
has been fully
however, would require
it,
achieve
To
aim.
long-term
a
be
=At inevitably
of raw material to EL,
supply
their
sixefold
increase
to
health authorities
of target capacity or
terms
In
options
of
rarge
a
studying
and we are currently
to make some very
able
be
also
mny
VW
MM•.
the
vhich ye will be consulting
nevertheless, tha
seem,
would
It
capacity.
plant's
Scottish
the
of
lmited use
the economy of scale in the production process ii such that it in unlikely tha:
we should make directly propo--tionate savings in the asnt of redeveloping ZPL
if we were to aim at producing only a proportion of the products required by tt

9.

10. We are preparing an initial economic appr9stial of the options available tc
us but a -ott benefit analyeip preparpd at the end of last year, on the basis
that redevelopment of the Laboratory to achieve self-euffioincy would cost
£25m suggested that the outla would be paid back (in terms of the replacement
of imported comnmercial products) after six years' operation. We are working
on better coatings for the plasma supply side of the redevelopment equation
as a matter of urgency, and we will refine our cost benefit analysis as more
information becomes available. Given that the Laboratory has to be redeveloped
the m-an question before us is the optimum tergst capacity, balancing mcosts of
developing the Laboratory itself and of increasing the supply of plas a
against savings to be made by reducing our dependence on imported blood produc:

11. I would be grateful for early approval to proceed with planning on the basi
outlined above. 3ecause of the specialised nature of this development, I wou1ibe happy to arrange a meeting with those directly concerned if you feel it woul
be of assistance.

Tours sin'erely

D R ARRAS

THE
HAEMOPHILIA
SOCIETY
P.O. Box 9

16 Trin.iv St,'et
London SElI IDE
Telephone: 01-407 1010

Zn vew oA the undutly ataAmiat JLepo't6 on AIDS which appeaed in the ppa. ouve

S
the weekend, we ate auwitng to %e"6huwemembers od the Soceaty about
the tAue
po•iton.
We have been in touch with )PROFSSOK-ARTWL
__lgOM, Chak uan 06 the
*Haemophitta Cent-ae Viaecto,, denioo membe, oj ouA own Medieat Adut,0Ao.'Y
and a membev oj -the Cen•an MStood Labo'atoAtea Awthoaty, who hu kindly Panel
wt.ten
to u6 att a.A 601ow6:-

i
....

.

-.

4

Reports from America of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)
in persons with
haemophilia are causing anxiety to members of this Society and to their
relatives.
Ilanomphiliacs, their parents and doctors have always balanced the quality
of life and
the dangers from bleeding against the risks of treatment.
Ve are no strangers to
infective diseases, such as hepatitis, which can be transmitted by
factor concentrates.
Recent evidence indicates that in this respect at any rate concentrates
prepared from
British blood are not necessarily safer than those prepared in the United
States. Even
so we welcome the fact that the government Is investing over twenty
million pounds In the
Blood Products Laboratory (i.e. factory) at Elstres so that this country
shall become selfsufficient in blood products.
Bearing this in'mind it is important to consider the facts
concerning AIDS and haemophilia.
the cause of AIDS is quite unknown and it has not been
proven to result from' transmission of a specific infective agent in
blood products.
The
number of cases reported in American haemophiliscs is small and in spite of
inaccurate
st~temepntsA&the press we are unaware of any proven case in-our own
haemopblllt population.
Neither have any cases been reported from Germany where massive
amounts of American
concentrates have been used for many years.
Nevertheless the situation is being closely
monitored by the Haemophilia Centre Directors and In a more general
way by the Communicable
Disease Surveillance Centre in London.
In addition the importation of licensed blood
products has always been strictly monitored
and controlled.
thus whilst it would be wrong
to be complacent It would equally be counter-productive to altar our
treatment programeses
radically. We should avoid precipitate action and give those
experts who are responsible
a chance continually to assess the situation.

We M'e most 9•Qate6dt to Rmo6ezaot. Boom don this 6tate•n•t.

76 you have any

* u6thoA• ueat.on about AIDS and qou, own tteatnment p0og/9tare
then, o6 eouw.ae,
youa Cenate Dikjectot witt be able to help you.
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Dr. !an Field
bept. of Health S -zcclal. Sacu-:-y
Alexander Flenunm2rousa
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9th fay, 1983

Elephant & Castzj
Lonoan SE1 saBy

Osear ian,
Acti'n an AT'fS

Last&;Week. wnAXIt you were away I: Geneva a
c23se c-. -ne Acqsur.ed
..1 6 nune Oefician cy Syndrc-me ±n a haemoph±lliac
n Car-iff w'na hao
recaived USA lactar
VIl- c)hcen:raze was report.ad.
The case fits
-the recognised criteria .ar
the diagnosis cf Ars.
In thg.tanca:
ozf 30th Apri2 th-ree cases in haemaphl-,acs
in Spain ara.reporz-ad,
I have confir-.,neo that they receazveo
tEA
fac~zr
VIII Concentrate.
In t.na same issue o.F the Lancer the tally
c-f .1 raoar:ad cases In
..-- aemopniliais in -:.9 uSA is recor--aanu'a paper dascribbs a case
in a rlul•Iply--r.-ansfrsed-rc-.id In -he U.SA
I have reviewed the literature and czme
to :ta concluskdn tnat all
tlooo products made j"om blooo donates in t.he USA
r 1978 khould
n :hawi hdran f.-'
use until the risk oa Ast S -ransthsslon by
these

.-

:

r1n

$ has
u
een clarified. Appended isa a paper -v which I sot out
.y reAsons at
discuSsed
fr
an makiUng
early. meeting
his pronosal.
mhewit:- haemarologists,
Perhaps
subject
could
1l-elogist
s anbe
o
othersi Ecrntsrnea so hata decision
may
de
'sacn as Fosse'be.
_n =zn•c.J-lu
ý
ý I say that _1 am most su•-prisse
-hat the USA
.,anufacturers cf 'he "clLzt•o•ooo,prt-mct$
have
not Inforzathi
customers oý trois New haxzers.
umno 'ff-icial warnir
l s be
ade -ved in the Uni'y=olk ngdom?
.-

Kindest regards.
Yours sincerely,

..

N.S.
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A Neeting of Referenoe Contre Dirctors was held on
May 13th 19$3 to diacugou thle
thin
in bl
phille, Its
impliasld mn• and out *Sed0
en
po081.mble

i

camesebmaro

P=8220 tobut a
be
•.We
e .no himphob"I
%A *h
Y ato0ol Citon...
df
kitheo U.K.

• .

tL~

of a definite caae.
agst

p•atients

""~
"At
the above mentioned aeeting an May 13th the folloVAwig
'general reomiendut ions vere agrmed.
l.

4

2.

For mildly affected patients with hasmophilia A or von
WLIlebrund'a dimose nd mister tnluw.ne treatment with
DMVP aboutibe oonuarbat.
w*00MPo -it11 Sucrosed risk
of. trnaittieg
holptibia uff
-ogepo
atta
tratetn much paiente thisI G n any can the usual
practice ofmway Directors. ,.
tretmemnt of children and mildy Sectled patient. or
patients mloetoipre

oua

t

%tt"94t j"sdr3)"anedlit wJ31?W.pet
this pIcy*.

nDietbovn

JM

rc

Otilnu.

.

it 4u"s agreed that there eg yq lammiciaenst evidence
to vagrant rest
of the -o41of u
0
atru..
l ,,

rut

~..
~ .. ~~

o"i %*Whbwere Iade
of the Amexloan ,od aid D•r•g Aalih t
on Htch 24th, .193 to Amerlde plasM collecting agencies.

ia

'K•

*

V.a

"..

Two additional points have
since.the meeting of MNy 13th.

emdrawn

1.

mt of Patients with haumoPhLilia
o r a1 concentmetes n

*
2.

OIiS.

/

The firsut Vaerns the tgkr•lo
The eviern. to Scar icst•

Atm- :to.

to our attention

love10 than With factr W22I and It

logical t6 cetitnue to use our nonmm
c- . entrats.

8eans

aupplles of NUB

merns the pnpoued trials of "hepatitis
nothabbt point co
reduced".
fVlU*%;
cU• c
Uerq,*
The" Is noofevidence
that the factor
processes
invý,ved
the mauactoure
them.
inactivate any other hypothetical vlir.m.. However It is
"
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coedited by W. oorr Lecgg and
iyne Dyeos. It will contain 30,0A00t
en
from Europe and America, ren
* g such previous shorter bibliogr-rlls 76.William
as that

by
Vern (197!,
L. Bullough
Parker
1977).TI
berg & Bell (1972) and lin Young
). A project that would strain the

eurces of even a university, it has
n . grossy underfunded and needs
'i ons to ISHR. 2256 Venice Blvd.,
I203. Los Angeles. CA 90006. .,
'ie worst reception of the season has
r acccrded The Nazi Extermnination of
1 sexuals by Frank Rector (Stein &Yes,
yi,;a work' "unaccompanied by schay or reportorial skills," according to
Jew York Times. Looks like we'll
-a to wait for Richard Plant's definibook on the subject, due next year
n Hole, Rinehart and Winston.
demise of Catalyst Press, described
Young in these pag.s a few issues
has left him wich unsold inventory,
r-q them poems by Judith Crewe

), by Tom Meyer ($3.95), by Gavin
L.A ($2), essays on dance by Graham
'son ($6.95), a memoir of crotic adIYes abroad by E.A. Lacey ($5) and
c
titles. For complete list write Cata315 Blancyre Ave., Scarborough,
:.,Canada, M IN 2S6.
hindsome hardcover edition of Ami
imile, a chanson de gate written
mcd 1200, has been translated from
French by Samuel Danon and

, q N. Rosenberg. A powerful tale of
•...,'ic lbvu bctwecn two knights, a
zevefsion of the tale was translated
X-"liara Morris (1896) and abridied in
" d Carpenter's lolaus: An Anthdlogy
rwendship (1902) from which the ex:c in Byrne Fone's Hidden HeTilage is
This edition, in prose also, offers
Ilysis of sources and beipful-notes. "
plus $1 from French Literature

$10
lP-acions, Box 707, York, South
- nn 29745.
-, Gay Caucus of the American
ksellers Association met at this year's
I :a convention in late May. The
was formerly coordinared'by Paul*
jes of the Lambda Book Club, whose
nd:h death of cancer in early May is
mourned v* menv," of us. Inf'ornia-...
ýut the Caucus is now available
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you have an
yepattis
extremely high chance of getting Hepatitis. This disease can cripple you for
months. It can hurt you, and everyone
around you, totea ifetimne. it might even
kill you.
Hepatitis Is a serious disease.
But now there Is something you can do
to stop it.
HELP DEVELOP THE

ANTI-HEPATITIS VACCINE.
At AlphaPlasmacenrerswearecollecting

plasma for use in the development of a
Hepatitis Vaccine. that may one clay stop'

Hepatitis dead in its tracks.

You, or anyone you know who's had

Hepatitis. can help in our research by contacting an Alpha Plasma Center. At Alpha.

giving this plasma is fast. easy and safe.
Wellpayyou cash if your plasmais acceptable. We will give you a free blood test to

find out if you quality.
Please. consider the danger of Hepa-

hold the factors we're searching for. so
contact your Alpha Plasma Center today.
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* meeting handouts attached

The meeting was well attended (80 to 100 people) by representatives of Gay
Rights, CDC, FDA, Blood Banking Community, our Industry and the news media.
Alpha had 8 attendees, Hyland and Armour 2 each. Rodell of Hyland and Hartin
of Alpha represented IMA. Cundall of Armour and Reilly represented ABRA.
Most of the morning was devoted to presentation of information and data by
There is little question that
individual experts. .(See attached agenda.)
these individuals knew their subject but as the day wore on, it was evident
attention to these overviews. For
that experts in other fields paid little
instance it became obvious that few people understood, or cared about the
differences between blood and plasma collection regulations or procedures
and just how all this relates to manufacture of AHF. Consequently while
one individual would be proposing some action with regard to ABF donors
processed by plasmapheresis, he would refer to blood donors and an argument
with a blood banker would arise. (Tis is just an obvious example. There
appeared to be a conididerable comuniicarion difficulty between experts within
restricted but diverse fields and between experts and the non-scientific types
on a nunber of other issues.)
I believe, but an not certain, that the objective of this CDC sponsored
Workshop was to arrive at a meaningful recommendation for action(s) which
would reduce the rapidly increasing number of AIDS disease cases being
In particular it appeared they directed attention
identified in the U.S.
to the 8 or 10 hemophiliacs with confirmed or suspected AIDS assumed to have
been caused by infusion of blood products and what should be done quickly to
prevent a further increase in these numbers.
However, difficulties in ccnmuication and political power struggles made
progress toward these objectives difficult. The anti-discrimination position
of -the gays, self-serving caments of blood bankers and lack of data to provide
I felt a great
legitimacy to many proposals resulted in an overall stalemate.
job under the
good
a
did
I
felt
deal of e•oathy for the meeting chairperson who
circumstances.
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shesubject of prison plasma came up twice during the meeting. While
describing actions taken by the plasma collection group, Donahue mentioned
a minor quantity of plasma used in the manufacture of AME comes from prisons.
Later in the day the Gay Rights countered what they considered a discriminatory
proposal with "what about blood from prisons" but the question was stonewalled
by the PMA representatives as immaterial to that discussion.
The two ever recurring proposals for actions to prevent AIDS in hemophiliacs
seemed to be:
1. Conduct an educational campaign on the subject to all homosexual populations
and allow then to voluntarily exclude themselves as blood and plasma donors.
(Gay Rights definitely in favor of first part, greatly opposed to later.)
2. -Conduct anti-HBo testing of all blood and plasma donations - reject all
.positive" from use in transfusable products. (Question of cost and
implementation bothered many but not CDC, several objected on scientific
grounds.)
A few of my raw notes to provide a better feel for the meeting follow:
(Steve Ojala has a good taped reproduction of the whole meeting for those
who wish further detail.)
Kellner - do we really have a problem related to blood and blood products
Evatt
- increase of AHF cont. umpteen % since 1966 - at same time increase
of AIDS in hemophiliacs.
No indication that cases
occurred prior to '82; association with blood not established yet.
Aledort - Do we have an agent here? Are we transmitting? Can it not be the
situation that multiple infusions themselves of the product
may cause patient to be a host for disease. 10 years ago we itself
didu' t
have cirrohsals of liver in hemophiliacs - now have 9%, a dramatic
increase.
Curran - if infectivity of donor increases then logic says infectivity of
product would increase.
Perkins - 5 other patients received units from implicated Irwin donor, all

followed for 6-13 mo. no symptoms.
Curran - CDC-T cell ration, lymphadenapathy evidence for AIDS speculative
however, pneumocystis cases in hemophilics not. This is solid
evidence of a new disease for hemophlliacs.
Armstrong - CDC - convinced disease is transmitted as an agent thru sexual
acts and blood and blood products - we have to find the agent. He
does not believe efforts to develop surrogate testing well placed.
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-

maybe use ALT?

anti-HE0 also cae into discussion.
Donahue - believes HBs serves as a good marker. AMF will shortly be
improved in the sense the marker will be reduced. Cryo ppt
Pooling will ameliorate logistical
has logistical problems.
Industry will take action to assure donations from
problems.
homosexuals not used-in coagulation prdducts. "HS-AHF" will be
Licensed within one year.
Ratnoff - does not believe that elimination of agent from mega donation
Prefer to use
pools will occur in next year or thereafter.
crjro ppt. until genetic engineering product available.
McCaulley - Alpha working on heat pasteurized AHF, is excluding homosexual donors from donor panelDr. EblO - San Francisco population 7-8,000,000-htmosexual population
100,000 - good working numbers.
Armstrong - do not screen donors on basis of sexual preference. Use
voluntary exclusion by "risk group". Do we have a test that
is indicative and not too expensive.
Gay Rights representative - has personal concern about blood needs.
Voeller - countmerproductive to openly exclude "gay" voluntarily or other
wise; will have homosexuals donate just to "prove" they are not.
Kellner -suggest pilot operation S.F.-Irwin; L.A.-ARC; N.Y. Blood Center
work for 6 mo. or so - each develop program.
Fetzer - proposes to run lymphadenopathy, anti-HBc at his shop.
Unmukwn'- to determine anti-Nec on all donations would cost at least
$100,000,000 per year.
Geri ty - anti-HBc is not licensed and will not be this year, besides
doesn' t think it a good marker.
Aledort - how do we know we accomplish anything by runmning test and excluding
donors; if everybody runs test, where are our controls.
..... and so it went.

MY REfGIOATION FOR CUTTE
1.

Institute a "Nigh Risk Donor" educational-voluntary exclusion program
at all Cutter source plasma collection facilities.
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2.

Continue to exclude all plama collected from centers dealing
predominately with homosexual populations (i.e., anri-HBs plasma
collection facilities) from use in coagulation products.

3.

Take no extraordinary actions (other than #1 above at our two
prison centers which supply about 3000 liters/mo. (there are
no d@ta to support the emotional, arguments that prison plasma
To
collected from adequately screened prisoners is "bad".
exclude such plxas firo manufacture of our coagulation product
would only be a sop or gratuity to the Gay Rights and would
presage further pressure to exclude plasma collected from .the
Mexican border and the paid donor.)

4.

Continue to attend futher meetings of this type, accumulate art
evaluate all information and data developing on AIDS and make
independent investigations on the cost, implementation and potential
effectiveness of using new (to Cutter) assay procedures.

JNiH:gmaý
*AttachmentsO:
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Cutter-owned and affiliated plasma centers are located in
the following cities:

Auburn, AL
Birmingham, AL
Mobile, AL
Montgomery, AL
Tuscaloosa, AL
Florence, -AZ
Phoenix, AZ
Scottsdale, AZ
Tempe, AZ
Berkeley, CA
Long Beach, CA
Oakland, CA
Sacramento, CA
San Diego, CA
Stockton, CA
Colorado Springs, CO
Denver, CO.
Pueblo, CO
Daytona Beach, FL
Fort Lauderdale, FL
Fort Meyer, FL
Gainesville, FL
Jacksonville, FL
Orlando, FL'
Augusta, GA
Macon, GA;.
Davenport, IA
Des Moines, IA
Fort Wayne, IN
Indianapolis, IN
Muncie, IN
Louisville, KY
Kansas City, KS
Baton 'Rouge, LA
Lafayette, LA
Ann Arbor, MI
Detroit, HI
Flint, MI
Kalamazoo, MI
Lansing, MI
Ypsilanti, III

Minneapolis, MN
Kansas City, MO
Springfield, MO
Greenville, MS
Jackson, MS
Meridian, MS
Billings, MT
Lincoln, NE
Albuquerque, NM
Indian Springs, NV
Las Vegas, NV
Stewart, NV
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Oklahoma City, OK
Tulsa, OK
Eugene, OR
Easton, PA •
Pittsburgh, PA
Scranton, PA
Columbia, SC
Rapid City, SD
Nashville, TN
Austin, TX
Brownsville, TX
Corpus Christi, TX
Dallas, TX
Del Rio, TX
Eagle Pass- TX
El Paso, TX
Houston, TX
Laredo, TX
Lubbock, TX
McAllen, TX
San Antonio, TX
Ogden, UT
Salt Lake City, UT
Norfolk, VA
Roanoke, VA
Seattle, WA
Milwaukee, WI
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The Revd Alan J Tanner MA
Chairman
The Haemophilia Society
PO Box 9
16 Trinity Street
LONDON
SE1ltDE
When we met on 8 September, I promised to write to you confirming Some of
the information I gave you of our meeting. I am sorry I have not done so
sooner.

4 )the

I would first of all like to reassure members of the Haemophilia Society of
Government's commitment to self-sufficiency in blood products. The
Central Blood Laboratories Authority has embarked on a £21 million
redevelopment programme.
The target date for completion is the end of
1985, by which time the Authority aim to have a new laboratory of a size
capable of meeting the demands of England and Wales for blood products.
The manufacture of any product Is of course dependent upon an adequate
supply of raw material - in this case blood plasma from Regional Transfusion
Centres. Regional Health Authorities have agreed in principle to the need
for national self-sufficiency in blood products, and are examining, ways to
graduall

bui4d-p

-upplies-!r--thBlood-Preducts

Laboratori-es- to.-----

the necessary volume.
Meanwhile, until self-sufficiency in Factor VIII is achieved we shall be
dependent upon additional material to make up the short-fall in the
home-produced supply and this is imported primarily from the USA. The
question whether these imports should cease has been widely publicised and
is a cause of great concern to haemophiliaas, but against the possible risks
of infection from AIDS must be balanced the obvious risks from not having
enough Factor V=II.
In March this year the US Food and Drug Administration
initiated new Regulations for the collection of plasma, designed to exclude
donors from high-risk groups. Although future supplies of Factor VIII both
for export and for use in America will be mamufactured from plasma collected
in accordance with these Regulations, there is still a quantity of stock,
some already in the UK and more in America awaiting' shipment here, which has
been made from "pre-March" plasma. The FDA has recently decided not to ban
the use of similar stocks intended for the USA market because to do so would
cause a crisis of supply.

The same considerations apply here.

You suggested that genetically engineered Factor'VIII,

because it would not

carry the risks associated with human plasma, may be the ultimate answer, but
this is very far from being a reality at the moment.
intensively researched, there is still

Although it

a long way to go before it

is being
can even be

estimated when such material might become available.
Perhaps I could also mention Government-funded research efforts into AIDS
generally.

May I reassure you that we are most concerned to fill

the gaps

in our knowledge of this disease as only then shall we be able to make
inroads into prevention and treatment.

As I mentioned when we met, the

Medical Research Council has established a Working Party to review

"

scientific knowledge and research on AIDS in this country and abroad and
to advise the Council accordingly. It will encourage contact and
co-operation between research workers in this field and will also advise
The Council has in fact alresay
on grant applications for research on AIDS.
awarded one such grant, under which a particular aspect of the depression
of the immune system in homosexual males with AIDS and related disorders will
be investigated.

Other applications are under consideration.

I hope you will agree that the establishment by the Council of this group
of eminent professionals provides the beet hope of ensuring that centrallyfunded research is soundly based scientifically and does ýot duplicate nork
being done elsewhere.

p•

We have of course much to learn from the experience

of the United States in this field and any attempt to develop research in the
Uk must take full account of research being undertaken there.

I understand

that the Working Party will have this very much in mind, the Medical Research
Council being in close touch with activities sponsored by the US National
Institutes of Health.
A further, but somewhat (ifferent, aspect of centrally funded investigation
into AIDS is the work being carried out by the Communicable Disease
Surveillance Centre of the PHLS at Coliniale.

They have established a

surveillance system to detect AIDS in the UK and to monitor trends in its
incidence.
A

This involves detailed notification of all individual cases of

which will provide an invaluable data base for those undertaking

research.. The PEES is represented on the MRC Working Party.

THE LORD GLENARTHUM

Dr

Abrams

MM2ING
1.

OF THE HAE4OPHILIA REFERENCE CLNTRE
DIRECTORs

-
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hackground

So far three patients with haemophilia
are known to have contracted AIDS,
two of these have died.
About twenty four other cases are
persistent generalised lymphadenopathy
krown to have
(PGL).
Some eight hundred
haemophiliac patients have now
been tested for HTLV Ifl antibody.
The
incidence of antibody to WTLV III
in haemophiliac patients overall
is of
the order of thirty five per cent.
However seventy five per cent of
with severe haemophilia have the
patients
antibody.
Of four thousand haemophiliac
patients some two thousand can
be considered to be severe the
remainder
being moderate and mild cases.
2.
An you kn6w I waf invited to the
above meeting held at CELA headquarters
and arranged to discuss the implications
of AIM for haemophilia patients.
We can expect a letter
from the Directors to the Department
with a statement
of their policy decisions.
A letter
wil also be sent to an
Centre Directors advising of the
htemophilia
decision. taken by the Reference
Centre
Directors. The following main
issues were discussed:

a.

Testing haemoiylihiliae

)atients for "

_ff
lraIt±_

Directors would like to test all
haemophiliac patients in order
to
-establish their antibody status.
(PEls)
thought that provided they were
not
once they could test mast of these overwhelmed by all specimens at
patients. They would need additional
resources to do this.
Inconsistencies in the results
of the tests reveal that a study
of the
hasuophiliac population would provide
increase our knowledge of the disease. the invaluable material to
at PEW ha. developed
the sams teat as
uaing the. Galo isolate obtained
with his
permission through
I believe a study of haemophiliac
patients
couldfacilities
could
be regarded'as
provide
a research
for doing
now
these project
and §r
teast.
However
I was told
thaet little
support has been given to the relevant
section of the
Vrus Reference Laboratory while-wsrkil-srnItmyb
appropriate to ask PEW- to treat testing on a abo
an a priority.
•b.

Dealing with haeurophil ac patients

It was agreed
barrier
methodsthat
haemophiliac
of all
contraception
patients
in order
should be
to protect
counselled
their
to use
heterosexual
contact.
Patients who asked for their HBfLV
III antibody test results
should
be informed
decide whether
of them
or not
otherwise
they wish
is up
to tellit the
to individual
patients
Directors to
their results.

Se.

(O)

Use of heat tre

4

ted Factor VIII

After prolonged discussion
it was agreed that children
should be
treated with cryoprecipitate
or
if
necessary
with
heat treated
Factor VIII.
New haemophiliac patients
should be treated with
heat treated Factor VIII.
It was agreed that it was
not proven
that heat treatment inactivated
HTLV III and that'.wa essential
for studies to be made of
sero negative patients given
heat
treated material in order
to monitor the efficacy of
the
heat
treatment.
Moreover the virologists considered
that there was no
evidence that haemophiliacs
nTLv IIn antibody positive
would suffer if they receivedalready
further dosea of antigen
(this view
is based entirely on theoretical
consideration).
Directors felt that they
Nevertheless
should use commercial heat
treated Factor
VIII in preference to commercial
n01
heat:
'irated Factor VIII.
Most agreed that untreated
BPL Factor VIII could continue
used until heat treated Factor
to be
VIII

ws available from Meltree.
There wifl be some Directors
who are not willing to do this,
notably IE
Of Newcastle who has declared that
win have 'safe'I oM
all patients
heat treated actor
VIII and

has already had
sanctioned by his District
the extra money required
treated product.
He will therefore be prescribing to buy the heat
commercial
treated Factor VIII on a named
patient basin until the Committeeheat
Safety of Medicines have agreed
on
to variations of license.'
. There was a little
concern that a variation
comercial heat treated
in license of all the
Factor VII might result
in a shortage of
heat treated Factor VIII
and the variatiozawould prevent
the
usage of non-heat treated
Factor VIII if necessary.

is able to produce
Factor vin which he can release a certain amount of heat treated
for children and new patients.
He cannot greatl:j increase Production
until -the two new ovens arrive.
(Scotland have, been

able to produce the heat
treated product because
method of heat inactivation,
that BP
and
in two
are usinsg
hours at
24 hours
68"degreea
at 68 centigrade.
degrees centigrade)
The commercial companies
they are using a I

.

(d)III

potive
amoa
samples
From information, mainly
I understand gathered from
their
'LSO'B
who'
'presumably
have had copies of drafts from
ACDP members
Directors were aware of. the likely
recommendation in the ACDP Interim
Guidelines.

They were much concerned

care once samples from haemophiliacs at the implications for patient
are known to be HTLV III
antibody
positive.
It winl mean that all coagulation
testing will have to be
carried out in containment
level 3 laboratories.
It seemed that in
Scotland this would be impossible
at the present time.
Directors consider that they
should have been drawn into
the discussion
about the Guidelines and the Chairman
intends to write to

2

I attach a copy of the Newcastle policy
developed folowing the death
of a haemophiliac who had contracted
AIDS.
Directors agreed that
they would recommend that patients relatives
should not donate blood
for the time being.

12 December 1984
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fr Alison Smithies
MED SEB
Room 1025a Hannibal House

1989- July

-.

Ortho HCV 1.0 free of charge evaluation product for UK
Blood Transfusion Centres
1989 - November

Ortho HCV 1.0 ELISA commercially launched in Europe, routinely
available for
screenlng/evaluations to detect Hepatitis C Virus (HCV).
1990 -January
Belgium - blood donor screening for HCV initiated, primarily
as trial period, which
was subsequently mandated.
1990 - March
France - lst.March, all Blood Donor Centres initiate HCV
antibody screening,
following publication of a decree making HCV testing mandatory
for blond donors.
Holland - All blood donors screened for Hepatitis C Virus
antibodies.
Spain - Pais Vasco (Blood Centre) tested donors for HCV.
1990 - April
Finland - Mandatory screening of blood donors for HCV.
Germany

-

50% of Blood Donor Centres Initiated HCV screening.

1990 - September
Initial evaluations of HCV product at 3 Blood Transfusion
Centres (Newcastle,
North London, Glasgow) In the UK; utillsing Ortho Diagnostics
and Abbott
Laboratories products.

1990 - OctoLor
Spain - All regions performed HCV screening on blood
donors.
1991 - February
Ortno HCV 2.0 ELISA commercially launched In Europe.
Organon Teknika
launched a (UBI) Hepatitis C Virus screening product.
1991 - March
Scandinavian countries (DenmarkJSweden/Norway) Initiate
mandatory HCV
screening on all blood donors.
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1991 -March
eat rials on Ortho/Abbott and Organon
products at UK Blood Transfusion
etres.
-

April

sinly - all Blood Donor Centres
now performt
aion.

HCV screening on every
o

Septembor
Vscreening
Initiated
on blood
donations In the UK. Mandatory screening at all
otons
from 1st
October
1991..
Sebruary
axDiagnostics launch HCV screening
test In UK.
flanuary

pIbdICV 3.0 ELISA launched In Europe.
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A DISABILITY
UNDERTAKING TO BE GIVEN BY AN INDIVIDUAL NOT UNDER
DEED OF
I ACCORDANCE WITH CLAUSES 12, 15, 17, 18, OR 20 OF THE
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THE MACFARLANE

(SPECIAL PAYMENTS)

(NO.2) TRUST

IS DEED of undertaking is made the xxxxxxxxx day of xxxxxxx
of xxxxxxxxxxxxxX.
.91 by xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

In expectation of receiving from the Macfarlane (Special

*

I undertake with the
'&yments) (No.2) Trust the sum of Exxxxx
retary of State for Health that I will not at any time
reafter bring any proceedings against the Department of
• lth, the Welsh office, the Licensing Authority under the

ticines act 1968, the Committee on Safety of Medicines, any
tstrict .or regional health authority or any other Government

body involving any allegations concerning the spread of the
Ij-an immuno-deficiency virus or hepatitis viruses through
ctor VIII or Factor IX whether cryoprecipitate or
9 ncentrate) administered before 13th December 1990.

ed and delivered by

[)

xxxxxxxx

,a Deed in the presence

ai and address of witness:
......................
...........

..........................
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CONCRETE
films
6.4Vember 12, 2003
.• hen Grimes QC
tans Court Chamber
- 4,'St John Street
-'•-, nichester
4DF

-,•

1iland
abject: Peter Longstaff & 1!.S. prison blood
IerMr. Grimes:

pmore than three decades, the Arkansas prison system profited from selling blood plasma
Thousands of unwitting victims around
and AIDS.
viral hepatitis
withproducts
4W~iiIorld
inmates
whoinfected
transfi.ised
made from
this blood died as a result. Mr. Peter Longstafi,
4se case is to be heard before the High Court, is one of many British victims of U.S. prison:
*jlasA
a.
5Uournalist and documentary filmmaker, I have conducted a sLx-year investigation into this
t ct. That investigation uncovered a great deal of information relevant to the Longstaff
Sdemonstrating that:

U.S. federal regulations were violated, allowing drug users, prostitutes, and sick inmates to
rbutinely donate in the prison plasma programs.
lood companies claimed prison plasma was safe even though they knew it was harmful.
~espite 20 years of blood industry studies showing that prisoners were a high-risk popula-

t4-on for diseases, drug companies continued taking blood from inmates because it was
Jheap.

ractor concentrate products made from prison plasma were exported throughout Europe
dthe United Kingdom, and British officials were warned of its risks.
conducted in-depth interviews with former officials from the Centers for Disease Con[t If~and the Food and Drug Administration, state prison officials, former employees, high,raig oliticians and inmate donors, all of which paint a horrifying portrait of an industry
',.vI ew safeguards.
ophiliacs were considered "canaries in the coal mine" for blood-borne diseases. But while
t s like Peter Longstaff were kept in the dark about the use of prison plasma in their
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iedicines, the pharmaceutical industry was aware of the health threats associated with this danrous source-early on, long before AIDS. In fact, the first plasma centers were in prisons.
pi the early 1960s, Cutter Labs opened its first collection facilities in Oklahoma, Alabama and
Nrkansas prisons and the "biologics" industry was born. So. too, were the problems.
prisons were plagued with viral hepatitis outbreaks because of sloppy practices and the use
nsterile equipment. Hundreds of infections and an undetermined number of inmate deaths
A•urred as a result. More prison operations sprang up in the late 1960s and 1970s as medical
ournals began reporting cases of viral hepatitis in users of blood coagulation products..
1,the bloodletting was allowed to continue, even as the Nuremberg Code was cited and fedLNI investigators labeled prisoners a "high-risk group of plasma donors" for spreading hepatitis
and other diseases.
1970, a federal court declared the entire Arkansas prison system unconstitutional. Undert ight and malnourished prisoners worked as slave labor. Torture devices such as "the strap"
the "Tucker telephone" -- a hand-cranked
that sent electrical shocks to an in•Ie's testicles -- were routinely used. Medicaltelephone
care was nonexistent. Inmate trusties held guns
onother prisoners, held keys to the barracks. and ran the plasma program.
-:pite

this, Cutter Biologics continued to purchase plasma from this and other prison systems.

Sprison system remained unconstitutional in May 1980, when for three days, Peter Longstaff
ed several vials of Koate, the brand name of Cutter's fIctor concentrate, to stop a bleeding
e de. He had no idea when he took his medicine from Lot number NC 8196 that it was made
the plasma of 297 inmates from Arkansas and an undetermined number of convicts from
vn Park, Florida.
n A~ndervont, a former inspector and retired director of Blood Center Licensing for the FDA,
hembered catching inmates performing phlebotomies at the Arkansas prison. Bill Douglas, a
rafer Arkansas inmate infected with hepatitis C, who sold plasma regularly at the time LongIT
ifiinused Cutter Lot NC 8196, stated: "They didn't care. If you could crawl to get there you
• - ere able to give blood."

r

Si.n uly 1982, operators were forced to pay a$250,000 settlement after products made from
A.9ted
ý,
plasma were shipped to Europe. Two international recalls of contaminated plasma in the
J ,.Canada,Spain, Italy, Switzerland and Japan were unsuccessful. The following year, the
TtIM shut down the operation and revoked its license when it was discovered that an inmate
:lerk
had allowed diseased prisoners to donate. But after a six-month suspension, the center was
),%-nd running again with the full approval of federal regulators and the Clinton state leader-

j
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flddition to Cutter (Bayer), Baxter Healthcare. a division of Hyland Laboratories, and Alpha
'"htrapeutics
purchased and used prison plasma in their manufacturing of factor concentrate.
--7•['sgi
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,diven the above information, and the fact that even before AIDS, the hepatitis rate among prisjbners was estimated to be 30 to 60 percent higher than that of the outside population, it be•.sOmes clear that Peter Longstaff ard others like him should not have been advised to take medication made from sources like this.
hould the United Kingdom choose to hold afull and open public inquiry into contaminated
*lood products including imported plasma, I would welcome the opportunity to present more
0formation/evidence about the prison plasma trade. People around the world need to know
*wt
happened.
Sincerely,
-
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March 22, 2001

Mr. Tony Blair, British Prime Minister
10 Downing Street
London, England
Dear Mr. Blair:
My name is Linda Tant Miller and I live in the state of Washington in the United States. The purpose of this letter is to
provide you some of the information to which I am privy regarding the collection of HIV and hepatitis-tainted human
blood plasma from the Cummins Unit of the Arkansas Department of Correction, (ADC) and its distribution
throughout the world.
My brother, Bud Tant was a prisoner in the Cummins Unit from 1984 until his death from hepatitis C on March 14,
1999. Neither my brother nor his family was aware of the fact that he had this virus until approximately 1996, but
according to John Byus, the current Medical Administrator of the ADC, Bud had the virus at the time he was first
incarcerated there. During part of the time that my brother was donating plasma, Mr. Byus, a Registered Nurse
worked in the Cummins Unit Infirmary, so he is in a position to know this fact. Bud was, nonetheless permitted to
donate plasma at every collection session from 1984 until the program was terminated in 1992.
I first learned of the sickness in Canada as a result of the Cummins Unit plasmajust prior to my brother's death, but I
didn't have time to address the subject in depth until after he died. As I watched my brother die a death more
gruesome and agonizing than I'd ever dreamed in my worst nightmares, I realized that millions of people all over the
world would suffer his same horrendous fate and their families would stand helplessly by, suffering the same grief and
agony we were enduring. I realized that most of them would never know the source of their infection, but I knew, and
I vowed to my brother that I would see the atrocity exposed and those responsible for it brought to justice. I have
devoted my life to this cause since that date.
Several years ago Sgt. McAlpine of the RCMP, indicated to me that they had little hope of bringing to justice the ADC
administrators responsible for the knowing and deliberate harvesting and sale of tainted plasma, because by the time
they got to Arkansas the paper trail was gone, so I promised him that I would find eye-witnesses and participants who
would be willing to testify to what happened. I have since that time located many current and former inmates, former
Cummins Unit Plasma Program siaff members and a former ADC Compliance Officer who are anxious to testify to the
facts of this crime.
Here are just a few of the facts I have uncovered:
Known homosexual prison prostitutes, even those in the final stages of AIDS were routinely permitted to donate
plasma.
" Men who were bloated and jaundiced from the final stage of hepatitis were routinely permitted to donate plasma.
* Even when available, tests for HIV and hepatitis were seldom utilized, and when they were, results were often
falsified.
* Needles re-sharpened with sand paper and collection tubing were re-used from inmate to inmate, thereby crossinfecting virtually the entire donor base.
* The collected plasma was stored in a freezer that was often out of order. Plasma rendered unfit by thawing was refrozen and shipped out in regular shipments.
* Plasma that was rejected by the plasma brokers as unfit was returned to the Cummins Unit for destruction. Out of
each returned case of plasma, one or two units were destroyed and'the rest was re-frozen and re-shipped.
* During periods of time when the US Food and Drug Administration had shut down the Cummins Unit program
due to their unsafe practices, the ADC administrators continued to collect and sell plasma, using names collected
from the local telephone book and selling it through a community plasma center.
*

All of these charges and more can and will someday be proven in a court of law.

As I'm sure you are aware, many thousands of innocent British citizens have been sickened and killed due to the
deliberate crimes committed by the MEDICAL PERSONNEL who administered the Cummins Unit Plasma Center. I
hope therefore that you will join your voice to those of us who are working to see justice served in this matter. I
urgently implore you to use the power of your office to spur the FBI and the US Department of Justice to implement a
full-scale investigation of the people and institution that made the tainted plasma available to the pharmaceutical
companies. Had it not been for the greed and corruption of the plasma collectors the people and governments of the
world would not now be facing the tragedies and financial burdens with which we're now forced to struggle
I know all too well the effect my brother's suffering and death has had on my family. We will never be the same. I no
longer work at a paying job because seeing justice done in this matter is far more important to me than my own
personal comfort and finances. My parents have developed health problems due to the stress and grief of our tragedy
that will soon see both of them in their graves. My sister and I have debilitating flashbacks to the time of our brother's
dying which haunt us day and night, turning our lives into nonstop nightmares of pain and grief. Multiply our
suffering by BILLIONS, since the secondary infections from the Cummins Plasma Program will continue to the end of
time unless science discovers cures or vaccines against the plague the Arkansas Department of Corrections and its
employees have unleashed upon the world. Sir, the people who are guilty of this atrocity are the worse criminals in
history and I hope you will be as incensed and determined to seejustice done as I am.
I also pray you will heed the pleas of my good and wise friend Carol Grayson and take the steps necessary to see to it
that no other British subjects will be infected with deadly diseases during medical treatment and to assure that fair and
equitable compensation is made to ALL the victims of this atrocity.
For more information on the Cummins Unit Plasma Program please visit my web site at
http://www.geocities.corn/bloodcows. In addition, a friend of mine is producing a documentary film about the
Cummins Unit Plasma Program that contains yet more testimony and information. It will air in a few months and I
will notify you of the date and time as soon as they are known.
I will appreciate a response to this letter, apprising me of your thoughts and intentions regarding this atrocity and the
plight of the victims.
Thank you for your time and attention to this urgent matter of justice.
Sincerely,

LINDA TANT MILLER
8611 270' 1 Ave., E.
Buckley, WA 98321
lcmiller@tx3.net
(360) 829-9117

